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Úřad generála Bergera potvrzuje, že osoby zabité
námořní pěchotou byly skutečnými vojáky americké
armády
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Poté, co námořní pěchota pod velením generála Davida H. Bergera

potopila šest příslušníků americké armády loajálních zločinnému

Bidenovu režimu v bouřlivé přestřelce u silnice, generál přemýšlel,

zda byli zesnulí skutečně vojáci, nebo snad federálové z Deep State,

kteří se umučili v naději, že se zaženou. nová vojenská občanská

válka.

Mrtví však měli psí známky, jejichž jména patřila skutečným

vojákům americké armády umístěným ve Fort Carson v Coloradu,

pět minut jízdy od místa, kde se odehrála smrtící přestřelka. Když se

kouř rozplynul, mariňáci, kteří sami utrpěli smrt, převezli těla do

bezpečného domu White Hat poblíž Vailu, zimního útočiště pro

vášnivé lyžaře. Tam forenzní zubař zrentgenoval zuby zemřelých a

výsledky porovnal se záznamy DOD. Kromě toho má armáda

nejednoznačný přístup k dentální hygieně: někteří členové armády se

nechají rentgenovat, když vstoupí do vojenské vstupní zpracovatelské

stanice (MEPS), zatímco jiní ne a bezprostředně před nasazením

dostanou komplexní zubní prohlídku.

V tomto případě však soudní zubař dostal pozitivní shody, které

potvrdily nemyslitelné; mrtvoly kdysi žili a dýchali vojáci 4.  divize

ve Fort Carson.

Úřad generála Bergera nezveřejňuje jména vojáků, hodnosti,

vojenské profesní dovednosti (MOS) ani dobu ve službě.

Náš zdroj řekl, že se obrátil na velitele  pěchoty, generálmajora

Davida M. Hodneho, aby mu vysvětlil.

Podle našeho zdroje Hodne popřel, že by o incidentu věděl, ale řekl,

že je zavázán jedinému skutečnému vrchnímu veliteli, Josephu R.

Bidenovi.

„  představuje asi 32 000 aktivních služebníků. Pokud jsou

všichni loajální k Bidenovi, představuje to hrozbu pro naše operace,“

řekl náš zdroj.

pěší

4.

Čtvrtá část
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RRN poskytne další podrobnosti, jakmile je obdržíme.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 34 669krát, dnes 1 027 návštěv)

Major General David M. Hodne. Benedict Arnold. Two predators.

Same nest. Berger, if you can’t handle this, we’re screwed. Please go

apey on this traitor.

“Hodne denied knowledge of the incident.”

That’s the typical reply of someone who is guilty. How do I know?

Easy. For someone who is innocent, they would be shocked at the

question and would ask what they could do to look into the problem.

Too bad there were no survivors as they were most likely lied to. I

highly doubt they were told they would be stopped by Marines.

Probably, they were told they would be stopped by thieves (or

something similar), and ordered to shoot to kill. Had the soldiers

known they would be stopped by Marines, they wouldn’t have done

anything.

The Demoncrazys are the Know Nothing Party. Just look at Fauci

with 174 times saying, “I don’t recall.”
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That’s what I was thinking. I for one would like to know who these

traitors are sending in against our Marines. If they’re seasoned

soldiers who’ve made their choice to stand with evil so be it but, if

they’re sending kids barely out of boot camp and lying to them that’s

something else again. I had a feeling there was another incident early

this morning. I don’t know if there was or if we’ll even find out but I

hope not.

I’m sure they were basic infantryman, some have families, very

young children even. Pray for them.

We pray for them, but as they are told in their army that they are

nothing. In GODs army they are Something and something BIG

It could be the Soldiers in the truck were lied to about their mission.

How would they know? It sounds like Hodne is behind it all. He

should hang for his treason against the US Army.

They were lied to for when have you seen any on in the white tell the

truth out of the White House.

I concur that this answer implies guilt, as the typical answer would

be along the lines of “We cannot confirm or deny” anything that is

black ops or covert. It is truly a shame what the D.O.D. does with the

lives of those who thought they were signing up to defend what

America once was. I seriously doubt any of them signed up thinking

they would be sacrificed in a military civil war.

If the Army soldiers were not aware of the reasons for this op, they

would have to wonder why they were placed in an empty trailer

armed with loaded weapons. I sense these soldiers were fully aware

and briefed on this op and that is why they opened fire when the

trailer doors were opened. Also the ranks of these soldiers would give

an indication to some things was well.

I would think the ranks were low end Pvt E-2 to buck Spec. E-5

enlisted personnel that do all of the army’s dangerous shit work….
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It sounds like Major General Hodne needs to be squarely in JAG’s

crosshairs if he isn’t already…

How do we return anyone to the understanding that President

Trump is our CIC? Hodne needs a quick lesson. If he or others

cannot grasp the gravity of the situation; then replacing these officers

will be essential. Although an actor, Biden just swapped the athlete

for the arms dealer, instead of Whelan!

Time for that actors show too get cancelled permanently… I guess

will find out the who’s and why’s when there ready.. till then God

bless us all amen … Detoxification programs needed now . But don’t

give that Biden’s crooked regime any credit… sending prayers too all

of us on here and the one’s going down the rabbit hole… down but

still swing for us all amen.

This is truly sad to hear, my husband was in the Army 1st infantry

division Desert/Storm, Dersert/Sheild on the ground. He today

would not stand with the Biden regime if shtf. If they today called

him back, he would probably go to help save our country. I’m sure

other retired military personnel would also do the same.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Losa

You BET! I am beyond the age of being called back, but have

remained trained and qualified. I would enjoy kicking the traitors up

one side and down the other.

We must realize not everyone in that unit may agree with their

commander and would not follow illegal orders. But in every bunch

of humans you have Kiss ass idiots that are more about shining the

bosses brASS, then doing what is right.

I only hope my belief in good men in uniform is well founded and the

infection is limited to only a small group.
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Orders can be given, but soldiers are not required to follow illegal

orders. Soldiers are liable for following illegal orders if they are

aware they are illegal! They should know who their President is and

be aware of the corruption.

The lowest IQ individual should know Let’s Go Biden is a fake and

bullshit and that the election was stolen! That means the leader of

this unit is truly warped and should be arrested and tried after

serious mental evaluation. What happened to him? Can we learn

what caused this miss-alignment? Was it MK-Ultra or MONEY and

POWER?

All are being mk-ultraed. Do you really believe the total complete and

utter bullshit we are being told? IF what we are being told we’re true

all trump and the so called white hats would have to do is wheel out

all of the “ saved children “ and the soldiers that saved them , show

the public and it would unite all good and decent people from all

sides. It is NOT being done because it is a bunch of bullshit. We are

being LIED to and played. WAKE THE FUCK UP.

Exactly , unreal that people are so easy to manipulate. Like he said,

wake   up.

White hats control the EBS if I recall. “We have it all”. “We caught

them all”. IF there are white hats and IF they had anything they

would stop children & innocent people lives & livelihoods from being

destroyed.

I had heard a number of times that DJT asked for them “not to go

forward” with the EBS….then that got scrubbed from all alternate

media

Stand down. Let the charade continue. We are not going to nip this in

the bud. Prepare the way for truth to go forward.
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YES , this has been mentioned NUMNEROUS TIMES at this site, I

know at least 3 times by myself, and as of yet, NO REPLY. What are

they covering -up, HERE?

Heard an interview today that covered the fact that they want a

majority of Americans to be awake and aware before the SHTF.

 
I think that those of us who ARE awake have waited long enough.

Do you remember Trump saying that there are Fake Generals or TV

Generals. Hodne is probably one of them. Probably got

undeservingly promoted under the Obama admin.

All the more reason for his being hauled off to GITMO and tried like

the traitor he is.

He is responsible for those soldier’s deaths. Trump has NOT been

recognized as POTUS, our poor soldiers are forcibly jabbed. Denied

exemptions, denied pay and benefits for themselves and their

families… THIS SHIT BETTER END SOON!

YEAH , FAKE NEWS , FAKE NEWS, NOW FAKE GENERALS, YET

NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE TO TAKE – DOWN , OR TAKE -OUT

ANY OF THE FAKES. DJT ALL TALK NO ACTION, JUST INSULTS

THE PATRIOTS WITH ENJOY THE SHOW, WELL FUCK THE

SHOW. DJT IS A HALF -ASSER, NO FUCKING FOLLOW

THROUGH, ARE THE WHITE HATS GOING TO LET THIS

FUCKING HALF -ASSER AND JEW LICKER CONTINUE WITH

THESE FUCKING INSULTS? DJT is CONFLICTED , HE HAS

DIVIDED LOYALTIES, PIMPS AND PROSTITUTES FOR ZIONIST

SATANIST JEWS AND THE ZIONIST PARASITE STATE OF

ISRAEL AT THE DETRIMENT TO THE UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA, THE REPUBLIC AND THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.

WHAT THE FUCK IS GOING ON WHITE HATS? DO YOU NEED

MORE FUCKING CLUES? YEAH GEN, BERGER, NEED MORE

CLUES, MORE DEAD MARINES AND SERVICE MEMBERS?

ANSWERS AND ACTIONS , POSITIVE ACTIONS , WHERE ARE
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THEY? MEAN WHILE AMERICA , THE AMERICAN PEOPLE,

GLOBAL HUMANITY KEEP SLIPPING FARTHER AND FARTHER

INTO THE ABYSS. FUCK THE TRIBUNALS START TAKING

HEADS, THEY ARE ENEMY COMBATANTS, KILL THE

COMBATANTS IN THE FIELD OF BATTLE . FUCKING GOD

DAMN LAWYERS ARE SLOW-PLAYING , FUCK THEM, ARE THEY

A PROBLEM TOO! PEOPLE , CHILDREN ARE STILL BEING

VAXXED AND BOOSTED, ….STILL, YOU CAN’T EVEN STOP THIS

MASS GENOCIDE OF HUMANITY! WHAT THE FUCK!

Nope, our guys always follow orders, none question their orders.

They do what they are told. And that doesn’t mean they are

MK_Ultra, as some say, it just means they do what they are told

because they trust their superior, that they are doing the right thing.

I as a NCO and Chief Warrant Officer have challenged questionable

orders. Some were modified after I explained my reasoning, some

were cancelled, some I was misinformed of the actual order which I

then complied with and some made me enemies of other staff. You

have to stand your ground and honor your oath to the Constitution. I

endured one situation that my standing on my duty as a CWO3 got

an Army Captain who was a West Point graduate relieved from

command and ousted out of the Army. Our military are not all blind

sheep.

Fact: a “higher rank” does but make a life form “superior”. Fact:

reincarnation is very real. If my TELEPATHIC COMMUNICATIONS,

from a UNIVERSE of locations, is CORRECT, and it is, KARMA, is

the PROBLEM. 33% of ALL MATTER, is FULLY SELF-AWARE!!

Capable of amazing “things”, 3% of The One is AWAKE. Mental

FOCUS, CLARITY of THE PROBLEM, and SEEK, The SOLUTION!!!

Utilize the WAR MACHINE, inside ALL. Hive mind, is fact, not

FICTION!! THINK, do NOT ACT!!! The Animals Are Intelligent!!!

From Ants to Zebra, from Mice to Men, there is ONE LAW!!! Taught

to children, yet violated by the adulterous adults. Helping other

Space, or Time, to destroy OUR Space and Time, is ADULTRY!!!
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Payment for Services, is Prostitution!!! Just because the “service” is

different, the FACT REMAINS UNCHANGED!!!! Money bought

“science” is fake science!!! 1st EARTH, One of a KIND, a PLANET

THAT REFUSES TO DIE!!!! What is DEATH?? Hu is DEATH, I AM

Hu!!!

 
 

Mirror image-NEMISIS TEAMS DEPLOY

 
ALDARI – DRUKHARI, extract the guilty and PUNISH

ACCORDING to what they’ve earned. SICCARIAN’s, mop up, Please.

AmericanFaith,

Really, would you do what you’re told by a commanding officer that

says the Biden administration is legit? I can’t believe that a % of

those troops wouldn’t just go find a military group that was sane. I

wouldn’t say nothing to anyone if I ran into such an absurd military

command. I’d just leave and find some Special Ops guys to report the

Treason.

If I was over in say Germany and I was told to kill Germans, because

they decided to not keep backing Biden’s Ukraine War, I wouldn’t do

it.

But even then, your husband was just doing what he was ordered to

do…Sorry to say Desert Storm was a deep state takeover of the

middle east for money reasons.

God is the only one in control, the only One that ever has been. This

is what happens when we remove Him and his Son from our schools

and replace Him with Atheism, Marxism and the rest. Military

recruits from the population, what did we expect? Seriously, that

they all would be loyal to our Constitution? …Grievous, but not

surprising.

Last edited 10 hours ago by DaughteroftheAmericanRevolution
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My family was represented in the American Revolution as well and

every war since. God did not win the wars, men did at great losses on

both sides. God did not intervene and save a single soul. He was not

there stopping bullets, or shielding us from rockets or mortars.

You can have your God and your religion, but do not expect them to

save your country or life! Many have died holding bibles and rosaries

in hand praying for God’s help to defend them as they were

slaughtered while HE stood by watching. Innocent men, women and

children, girls, boys of all age and those to old to defend themselves

have been slaughtered and maimed because the enemy was brutal,

evil and heartless. WHERE WAS YOUR GOD THEN?

Do not say these people deserved it, because they were evil! They

were not and had believed in the teachings, the word of the bible.

PRAY HARD ENOUGH AND YOU WILL BE SAVED! Not here on

earth; you won’t.

Religions are simply another form of control and taxation. Religious

people are often the most judgemental people of all. They will shun

those that do not go to there church or read the CORRECT bible.

Ancient times are rife with the murder of one religion or another. At

one time you could not get pain relief while having an arm removed

because it took away your pain, your penance and path to heaven.

The church has held back science; if you did not believe as the church

said you were an heretic and could be burned at the stake. What kind

of God would accept that?

Churches are built and run by men who interpret the word of God

and yet none of them if the admitted the truth ever talked to God in

person with real answers and insight. Look to your pedophile church

leaders that are being uncovered; IN THE HOUSE OF GOD!

God put us on earth to be the sword and Shield against evil; his

protection starts and ends there. The question becomes what are we

going to do in the face of evil… pontificate on bended knee or take
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action to protect the innocent. Teach and mentor others in the right

way, it is another way of protecting others from evil.

I believe in the value and merit of good people from all walks of life.

We see the horror of what is happening, but look and you will find

many more willing to make a difference, to save others and build a

better world. Not because God is watching everything we do, but

because it is the right thing to do.

so, I’m guessing you don’t pray to GOD. Most Dr. don’t believe in

GOD. You are no exception. Or else you would know GOD. And I’m

not talking about religion or religious persons.

Which god are you referring to? The white man’s god, the Buddist

god, Jainist God, the Islami god, the rich man’s money god, the

Judah god, or god dammit god? There are over 79 gods and counting

on earth right now and they are invented for a feel good for the little

people and power and money by our dictators………

I would say one thing is the fact that evil has retained this through

generations of generations and Bloodlines from dating back as far as

pharaohs cesarean Mafia destruction throughout hundreds and

hundreds of years impossible to not believe that there’s a God when

there’s this type of evil can’t have one without the other you know

what I’m talking about so whether you believe or not can’t have one

without the other can’t have evil luciferian blood drinkers hanging

out and not have any good side sorry

I think historically the soldiers on the battlefield would argue with

you. General Washington prayed for guidance and wisdom to win

every battle. Personally I experienced several super natural

interventions in combat. There are official reports noting in the last

Iraq war that US soldiers running across an open highway to safety

came under fire by Iraqi machine guns, automatic weapons, and the

witnesses, some agnostics and embedded reporters stated that as the

tracer rounds approached the troops the tracers stopped dropping
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toward the soldiers and arced back up above the soldiers instead of

impacting them. As if a giant hand diverted them. A physical

impossibilty that rattled those Iraqis into surrendering.

Hezbola soldiers have stated to reporters that they have seen their

rockets knocked off course by something unseen by them. They even

admitted that the God of Israel was protecting them. A heretical

statement by a muslim.

Don’t believe in God if you want but don’t belittle those who do and

have experienced his intervention into our wars and petty lives.

Last edited 7 hours ago by Rodnryl

Yes I’ve seen and experienced this saving of life when death should

have happened. This WWIII is about Spiritual Good to win over Evil

and before it’s over more non believers will have a chance to

experience acceptance in some way. And many young souls may

remain ignorant of the power of the internal light of the awakened

inner Temple.

…because the enemy was brutal, evil and heartless”.

Out of everything you just posted THAT is the truth. The devil roams

like a roaring lion on the earth hell bent on killing ANYONE and

EVERYONE in his path – PERIOD! Man, woman or child. But no

one ever blames him for the evil that he does – always blames God –

yeah, it’s God’s fault. Remember this if you forget everything else,

God gave everyone free will to make decisions for their lives;

military, missionaries, political realm – whatever! The apostles

CHOSE to follow Christ knowing of the persecutions that laid await

for them; and they were right next to Jesus! He said you will have

persecution in this life if you choose to follow Him. FACTS!! So put

your blame and church hurt aside and place it where it belongs at the

devil’s doorstep. The pedo church leaders have already made their

beds in hell I assure you – that’s in the Bible. Yes we are the carriers

of the Holy Spirit those who accept Him – HE’S the protector. If you
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have the spirit of discernment then you won’t put your children in

harms way i.e. pedo pastors and church leaders – or corrupt

presidents!!

Many have died trusting in their false god “science”. God did not

obligate himself to save people in battles to kill and harm others in

the name of pride and glory. People like you dismiss God because he

doesn’t do what you think. When did you ever do what God , who

create you, thinks you should do? You need to get over your pompous

self. You and science didn’t create you, and you and science can’t

save your soul apart from Jesus Christ.

Thanks for your thoughts. God Bless you, your heritage and Family.

 
Keep on rollin..

What have you done that makes you want to attack religion? That’s

what the Cabal does don’t you know that? How about being civil and

having civilization? If I’m even a teacher of young kids (say 4th

grade), and one or two of the kids are so unrulily they destroy the

whole classes ability to learn. I want the ability, after decent

warnings to kick that worst kid out, at first for a suspension, and

then for the whole year, if they keep being a problem. It’s called civil

rules, and not control.

The Churches haven’t held back science lately. It’s just that with most

“science” today, the outcomes are determined by the money behind

it, so 99% of science is Fake science. They are not reproducible and

not real science.

We really can’t blame the guys, they do what they are ordered to do…

no questions asked. We need to remember this…Its the higher ups

that need to be dealt with…Hodne needs to be picked up, right away.

And his 30,000 enlisted men in Colorado need to be tested and re-

eduacated on their knowledge of the Constitution and know who the

Commander in Chief really is ……like not the faux WHaus dummy.
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They are using NATO forces, I would say none of them are

Ukrainians , then there are the mercs from just about anywhere and

there is no doubt Americans fighting in Ukraine, as mercs and

possibly under US Military command.

You know we are in trouble when our own military is divided- Jesus,

please help us.

It’s always been divided and that is where the true conflict will start

on a bigger scale; hence the length of “The Plan”!!

Gen. Berger was quoted in earlier stories at RRN , stating very clearly

the the US Military has been PARTITIONED.

Who is the commander of those traitor soldiers in the truck. They

had to have had orders for that deadly mission.

Yes. Try the part of the military that is loyal to Biden/Deep State. You

surely didn’t think Gen. Millie in a dress with lipstick and pearl

earrings was a patriot did you?

Many times soldiers are placed on a temporary duty assignment and

their home unit has no clue of their mission. In the 1980s one of our

sergeants was a prior service Force Recon Marine sniper. One night

while down range training on Fort Bragg a blacked out jeep pulls up

to our unit and a Captain steps out announcing that he is Captain so

and so from the 18th Airborne Corps G3 and that he was looking for

Sergeant XXXX. Our Commander asked the other Captain why did

he need him. The G3 Captain told him that as of that moment

Sergeant XXXX was temporarily assigned to G3 and presented

orders signed by the Corps Commander. The Sergeant was loaded

into the jeep and we didn’t see him for about 90 days. When he

returned our First Sergeant inquired to G3 about where the Sergeant

had been so he could update his efficency reports. The G3 informed

our First Sergeant that the mission was classified above our unit level

and to not ask the Sergeant anything about it. Later when we fellow

Sergeants asked him where he was he would just smile and scratch
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his trigger finger. As to his orders they only stated he was assigned

temporary duty to 18th Airborne Corps until released back to our

unit.

This is what happens when you wait 2 years to take decisive action.

This is what’s not normal of business owners – to wait and wait and

wait and wait.

Xiden can be a guy in a halloween costume, but 2 years later he is

still in charge having not been removed.

No! It’s what happens when the Deep State is hundreds if not

thousands of years old, world wide, multi-layered,

compartmentalized, and world wide. This is not a cake walk. Biden

isn’t the issue! It’s WAAAAAY above him.

The teleprompter writer and where are all those beings? Would be

interesting to see their places they operate from where they exist to

play deception games. This is IQ 300,400 or what?

Intelligent Radical Evil

 
Nephilim/ Watcher class level

 
…as in the days of Noah

 
there is a reason that Jesus warned us about…

 
“Men’s hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those things

which are coming on the earth: for the powers of heaven shall be

shaken.” Luke 21: 26

 
“those things coming on the earth” are not human…look again at the

“beasts” in Revelation chapter 9, the ones coming up out of the

abyss(for example).

The pedo-joe Biden administration is ENTIRELY under zionist,

satanist jew control , with some representation from establishment

inbreds. Pedo – joe is just a head on a stick. I many instances he can’t

even follow the script because he is brain addled so he is an

embarrassment and subject to mockery and ridicule which is
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EXACTLY what the zionist satanist jews have planned , they are all

about the destruction of the UNITED STATES of AMERICA, THE

REPUBLIC and the AMERICAN PEOPLE and everything this

NATION has represented over the course of it’s ENTIRE

EXISTENCE.

I concur. yesterday was too late.

There’s something to say for slowly waking up the dumb-ass faction

of our society, out of their malaise of Stockholm Syndrome, however

there is a fine line when enough is enough. I still want to “trust the

plan”, but I’m finding it increasingly difficult to do so and frankly

losing some of my faith in it. God is only thing we can put 100% of

our faith in. I pray he helps us out here…soon.

Agreed, at this point trump and the white hats are traitors as well.

Two sides of the same coin. If you know murders are going to happen

, you know who is doing the murders and you do nothing to stop the

murders you are guilty of aiding in the murders. This bullshit of

claiming they( the white hats ) are allowing murders( vax, virus,

poisonings ect.) to continue in order to wake more people up makes

them 100% guilty of the murders, just as much as the black hats and

they should be tried, convicted and executed in the same manner. As

I said, two sides of the same coin and to date I have seen NOTHING

but complete and utter bullshit from trump and the so called white

hats. It is well past time the people of this nation picked their guns

up, eliminated all of these assholes and put an end to this satanic

psyop bullshit.

If a person was diagnosed with cancer in the throat maybe, and the

doctor goes in to operate so all of it is out of the throat. But an exam

shows that you didn’t get it all out because once you go in and open

the person up through surgery you’re allowing the other cancers cells

to go run and hide somewhere else in the body only to emerged

stronger. It’s the same thing here with trying to get ALLLLLL of the

vermin deep staters out before we can say we’re victorious in this war
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of good vs. evil. There will be casualties yes unfortunately, everyone

on this earth has an APPOINTED time of death – that’s for certain.

But you leave none of them breathing because they, like the cancer,

will gather elsewhere and come back stronger.

I agree with much of your frustration, but if you think you can fight

satanic beings with guns, I suggest you do a bit more studying of who

your enemy truly is. Although there may be “satanic psyop bullshit”,

don’t be deceived into thinking that there isn’t principalities and

powers in heavenly places that back up the humans who perpetrate

the psyop. There is a very intelligent reason that the Bible explains

“the whole armor of God,” which does include an offensive weapon

or two, but is also much more defensive. You might want to look into

that.

For example, your enemy shoots fiery darts at you that are invisible

to the human eye, but there is a shield that can protect you from

these. And there is a helmet that will protect your mind from your

enemy’s attack, and it’s not just a tinfoil hat.

 
You can read about the armor in Ephesians chapter 6.

They should have taken decisive action When Vice Foster was found

dead @ Fort Marcy Park

If they wouldn’t of waited this long, They wouldn’t know that Hodne

was/is a deep stater…they want to get the guys at the “Tippy Top” of

the deep state. And they don’t come out until the very end…when

they HAVE to. You’re just a simpleton.

Exposure to the whole Biden and everything all around it for years

from Twitter there’s no way out now you were in a military manual

wartime called an 11.3 and 11.4 the occupied of United States

territory we’re here now the corruption was so deep it took this long

don’t lose hope stand with We the People
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Appears there are many misguide military commanders. Maybe

that’s the reason why we miss some of our targets or get

misinformation.

Exactly, some on here are saying that this has taken too long. But if

they wouldn’t of taken their time, they would have never known who

in the military are traitors. Now they know Hodne is a traitor, how

many more are there in the military that we need to find out about…I

say take your time Trump and The White Hats, find them all…I know

there will be casualties, but there were casualties in all the fake wars

the deep state has forced on the USA., for their own agendas. These

Casualties will be known as TRUE HEROES that save the world. I’m

truly sorry and sad and mad for all that died doing the deep state

agenda wars, and that the deep state didn’t care about their lives and

families and even now treat those vets like garbage.

It’s called “Friendly fire”, it happened all of the time in “Nam”, just

part of the show…., but it happens 95% of the time to low end

enlisted personnel who were in the line of fire, but rarely to officers,

except for “fragging”…

When I was a kid, it cost a quarter to go to the movies and for that we

got two short subjects, an hour and a half of cartoons, and the feature

film. And while we were greatful for the cartoons, they did get a little

old waiting for the movie to start. Same as now. Juan O Savin is

drawing this out and buying as much time as he can, because the

feature-length presentation will be so terrible that, afterward,

billions will spend the rest of their lives trying to “un-see” it. See

Episode 35 on this subject tomorrow evening on rum ble

Last edited 10 hours ago by WrongWayCorrigan

GOOD. LET THEM SEE EVERYTHING. IF IT HURTS, TOO BAD. IF

THEY THROW UP AND URINATE AND DEFECATE, SO BE IT. IF

THEY HAVE MIGRAINES AND STOMACH ULCERS, IT COMES
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WITH THE TERRITORY. LET THEM SEE IT ALL. LETTHEM SEE

WHO THEIR IDOLS SUPPORTED AND PAID FOR.

Totally agree. The normies have had 2 years of nothing but trouble

and heartache out of the Zhou Buyden regime. If they haven’t woken

up by now, it’s going to take a full blown revolution to wake them up,

and and even then some never will. It’s not worth waiting any longer.

Pull the trigger and stop loading on more suffering onto American

citizens.

The President abandoned General John Pope during the Civil War,

his story has been buried so where does that leave us?

The civil war has a huge number of unanswered questions, even un-

asked questions. Such as how was it that Lincoln had two family

members guilty of trading with the enemy and never prosecuted and

how was it that Lincoln’s funeral procession in NYC went right past

the house of the sister of the British Crown Spymaster who directed

the operations of John Wilkes Booth. I could go on for pages. We

turned the corner in 1819 when the British Crown changed from a

confrontational foreign policy to one of lavish bribes and also

blackmail whenever possible. There was more than one gold rush. I’d

like to follow the money with General Burnside. He killed more loyal

Americans than the Bushes.

Last edited 9 hours ago by WrongWayCorrigan

Lincoln pulled the rug on him at Bull Run 2, the only real General

who fought with his men from horseback.

Of course there was Custer who saved the Republic charging at the

front of his 400 Michiganders into 4,000+ of JEB Stewart (TWICE)

all behind Union lines during Picket’s Charge Gettysburg Day 3. But

I’ll get my Vol. 1 of Catton out again and reread Pope and Bull Run 2.

Thanx, Chris!!
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The civil war was egged on by the Rothbrats and then they loaned

war money to both sides and after the war, they had Lincoln

terminated and then setup the enslavement tax system in 1871. They

are also rotten cocksuckers that started the revolutionary war, the

war of 1812, WW I, II & III, plus they are the ones that started slavery

and ordered the anillation of the native indians and on and on. These

parasites need to be removed from earth entirely, or this shit will go

on forever….

This War has now escalated. Byden et al must make major moves

before the Jan 06 vote invalidates his office.

Remember, soldiers are duty bound to the President of the United

States. Trump left his troops to be bound to Biden. They have no

choice. Trump needs to get off his ass and safe our military from

Communist Tyranny!

Biden is an out-and-out traitor of the first order. He needs to spend

the rest of his life in Gitmo.

The real Biden is dead! Look and compare recent and past pictures.

The colors of blue eyes dont change to brown. Ear lobes dont attach

to the side of you head as you age either. Same with facial bone

structure. Show these dumbed down soldiers the proof.

Personally, I don’t think taxpayers should have to feed him the rest of

his miserable life @ Gitmo. Give him his well deserved date with the

gallows and be done with it. Even if he is a clone, he’s perpetrating

crimes against humanity. Let his punishment fit his crimes. We need

one of Anubis’ life regenerative chambers from Star Trek era. Kill

them, bring them back to life, kill them again, REPEAT! Yes, I am

cynical.

Biden was taken out at gitmo along with his dildo son, a few years

back.
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All soldiers are duty bound to the none other than the Constitution.

We’re to follow the “Lawful” orders of our CoC. If unconstitutional

orders were given then steps are taken to remove him from that

position.

How would a simple infantryman know if protecting a semi, trying to

catch pirates, is an unlawful, unconstitutional order??? No one

would tell them the truth. Don’t be stupid!

Soldiers are duty bound to the Constitution , not an illegal

commander in chief but many are to brainwashed or ignorant to

realize that because the military does not want people that can think

for themselves. I am a vet and saw to much of this first hand.

We know there were six traitors in the trailer, but what were they

told. Maybe they thought they were supporting actions for the US,

for Trump. We don’t yet know how they may have been conned. We

know the commander is corrupt, but if he is corrupt can’t he lie to the

soldiers and their officers.

They may have thought they were fighting drug dealers or slave

traffickers, etc. There all dead so we can’t ask why they were their

and armed with orders to kill without questions.

We do not know all of the troops of that unit are corrupted and

should for now give them the benefit of doubt until there commander

is removed and investigations can be held.

Be honest, if and I say IF we thought they were a real threat, a couple

of air strikes and they would all be eliminated. There is no real

danger at this time from them, but from us. We have the fire power

and the weapons to level the entire base.

Let’s take it slow and learn more about what is going on; we do have

the upper hand.
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Not so, according to my research. Based on the oath they swear (and

there are a few slightlly different versions), officers swear their

allegiance to the CONSTITUTION, NOT THE PRESIDENT.

I suppose one could argue: Which Constitution? The one forced upon

us by the cabal in 1871 or the one written by our founding fathers in

1776. However, both appear to swear allegiance to the Constitution,

not the President.

Yes ALL military personnel swear an oath to protect the United

States and the Constitution for which it stands. No constitution is

specified specifically, but the intent is understood to be the

constitution upon which this country was built.

Interestingly, a dinner is held after a President is placed in office

where celebreties swear an oath to the President, not the country or

constitution. At least that was how it was done with Presidents of the

past. I don’t believe that would be something DJT would do. It may

have been a function of the Deep State.

All elected officials also swear an other of office to the United States

and the constitution for which it stands. And we see too many

politicians that have abandoned their oath for simple greed or fear of

black mail.

And yes we believe the oath we take is for life, not just our time in the

service. Considering this can mean sacrificing your life and limb for

such a serious oath, it is a big deal and is made without reservation.

This is young men and women standing up for their country at all

cost.

SO, tell me, WHO in the military are communist, you must know…If

Trump would have just sat back down in the White House, would we

be better off? Or should Trump smoke out the deep stater in the

Military? Simpleton…You’re just a simpleton.
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Wrong Insurrection Act was signed by Donald Trump because of

General Berger so same principles as what happened to Lincoln what

happened to Trump but the Deep States infiltration in the United

States was so heavy you would have created more of a civil war that

would have just killed off more Americans then what’s going on right

now we got to wake up the brainwashed sheepies we all got to get rid

of Republicans and democrats. Let’s all go back to We The People

Under Our 1776 please

“According to our source, Hodne denied knowledge of the incident

but said he is beholden to the one true commander-in-chief, Joseph

R. Biden.

 
“The 4th accounts for about 32,000 active duty. If they’re all loyal to

Biden, it represents a threat to our operations,” our source said.”

Hodne is going down for this treason.

Excellent work, Michael, keep us posted, please.

EXACTLY! If the WOKE do not want to be awake, do the patriots

really think these Awakening meets are going to wake them up? They

have been indoctrinated/paid to believe their cause is right, we

believe our way is right and “never the twain shall meet”. I still hope

for a bright, peaceful future worldwide. The jury is out on that

outcome. Think positive, prepare for the worst & hope for the best.

That last statement confuses me. Surely Berger isn’t saying he is

stunned that there are real soldiers “loyal to Biden.” I sure hope not.

And I hope Hodne goes down fast and that 32,000 active duty

servicement see and know exactly why he was arrested and taken to

GITMO. They also need to look very closely at his direct reports.

They may find many who are deserving of a stay at Camp Gitmo!

Clean it up FAST and get on with our war.
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Yes I hope Hodne is take in by the White Hats. Any soldier below the

top ranks, are just taking orders, no questions asked…they don’t

know if its a constitutional action or not, they do what they are told.

As a veteran myself, it makes my blood boil over our own fighting

each other. Yes they are purging patriots and replacing them with

woke POS’s in our military but this must end now!

Same here, LBM.

I never thought we’d be shooting our own brothers. I agree with one

of the other posters, in that the military needs to be made aware

(although I highly doubt it, being that we soldiers always talked

amongst ourselves about the bs going on in the unit. The 411 on the

clot shot has surely been hashed and rehashed again and again).

And this won’t stop until they find most of the top rank deep staters.

They are the ones the Trump and the White Hats want. And like its

been said before, there will be casualties…sad but true.

This “general” must have got appointed by

 
the obot or biden.

His loyalty is to the one who made him

 
a “general”.

Like a cardboard cutout.

Yes, someone should tell the remainder of the 30% of the Gray Hats

or Black Hats that the Joe Bidan is not even the real Joe Bidan, it is

an actor playing his part… How do you think they will take it? They

are standing behind an imposter… I pray for all these men who had

been hoodwinked as we the AMERICAN PEOPLE have also been

done…

Same as the real White House. They’re using Tyler Perry’s replica

WH in Atlanta and staged props from some location. So that tells me

that all the reporters, world leaders, etc. who have visited the fake
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WH must know it’s fake….and they all go along with it? Originally

they said it was being remodeled…huh! The military is using it for

tribunals and executions.

Lol , where’s the proof of that?? That is the real Bidumm. Tell me

where you come up with that??

lazy writing again, mike

“According to our source, Hodne denied knowledge of the incident

but said he is beholden to the one true commander-in-chief, Joseph

R. Biden.”

the one true dark lord and cic is obama, duh

Hodne needs to meet We The People!!! He is a traitor. Can we hang

him please! We, in the south, could come up with millions of very

capable and skilled patriots with firearms!! They will rue the day they

screwed with us! Promise!

Utilize a hog’s pen, no evidence remains. At least that’s what a hog

farmer told me. I have no personal experience there, just “credible”

rumors.

Extremely, extremely sad. These dead soldiers should have been

warned that Biden was illegitimate. But their deaths are on their

leaders hands who put them in harms way to protect and die for a lie.

Before any additional Americans are killed ALL US service men and

women should be told the truth. Anything else dishonors their

service to this country. They are taught to trust their commanders.

Do not kill them for this trust. Announce it to them all that the

election was stolen, that Biden is a fraud and that Trump is

Commander in Chief.

The soldiers have NEVER been told the truth. The deep state runs

most of the military and the soldiers do what they are told. Now is

when the war gets bloody, the deep state is bring out the guys to do
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their dirty work. But how else would the White Hats know who is at

the “Tippy Top” of the communists in the military, if they would have

just stopped everything when the pandemic lie started.

Victor, you are dreaming. I am not attacking you. Both sides know

the election was stolen & Biden is THEIR COC. It’s not necessarily

what they KNOW, but what they BELIEVE. They believe they are

right & we are wrong. Don’t confuse them with truths.

Soldiers at Ft Carson are targets of the DoD and DARPA’s rf/elf

weapons system. They are now 2nd for the current highest suicide

rate. The soldiers that attacked the marines may have been

knowingly all in or they may have been sleepers. We don’t have a

country left at this point, that’s what matters. At the end of this show

do not allow them to get their hands on your children.

“Soldiers at Ft Carson are targets of the DoD and DARPA’s rf/elf

weapons system. They are now 2nd for the current highest suicide

rate.”

 
ouch!

Those DEWs, EMF WEAPONS SHOULD BE USED TO REPEL

THOSE, INSURGENTS , INVADERS AND ILLEGALS AT THE

FUCKING SOUTHERN BORDER , THIS BY IT’S SELF WOULD

ALLEVIATE THE SITUATION ON THE BORDER AND GIVE

BORDER PATROL AGENTS SOME RESPITE , SO THEY DON’T

HAVE TO COMMIT SUICIDE FOR FUCK SAKE. THIS WOULD BE

ONE PROBLEM SOLVED WITHOUT MUCH NEEDED IN THE

WAY OF MAN POWER AND HUMAN RESOURCES, THIS WOULD

MEAN EXERCISING COMMON SENSE , THIS BEING A HUGE

LEAP TO TAKE OF COURSE. BUT SOMETIMES COMMON SENSE

HAS TO ENTER INTO ” THE PLAN “. I KNOW THESE WEAPONS

ARE READILY AVAILABLE , THESE HAVE BEEN USED ON ME

SINCE 2009, YEAH, SO THERE IS NO NEED TO BULLSHIT

PEOPLE. THEY CAN BE USED TO CREATE A BUFFER ZONE ALL

ALONG THE BORDER, THEY CAN BE USED TO FUCK THE
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CARTELS DEEP INTO MEXICO , AGAIN STOPPING THE

HUMAN/CHILD TRAFFICKING, WHY THEY HAVE NOT BEEN

USED AS OF YET……………?

I cannot imagine the mental state of a high up US Military individual

whose loyalty is to Biden! Just insane. Thank you for this story. It has

long been obvious to me that the military is deeply and disturbingly

divided.

Jan admitted, “she is deeply and disturbingly divided.” The term for

that is; schizophrenic. I’m very sorry to hear that.

GO LOOK UP Kaye Griggs on YouTUBE if these videos are still there,

Watch and listen these interviews and you understand the

PROBLEM within the US MILITARY OFFICER CORP and how and

why these fuckheads serving at some of the HIGHEST LEVELS

HAVE SOLD THEIR SOULS. You can do a search for Kaye Griggs as

well and this should lead you to the very heinous truth.

Now how do they explain what happened to the families of these

soldiers? Will they make up a story & lie? Most likely. My guess is

these soldiers were jabbed, & controlled somehow.

Very doubtful the soldiers of the 4th Infantry Division get to vote on

their alignment, stuck under the authority of a traitor. The next

arrest needs to be Major General David M. Hodne, drag his

treacherous ass to Gitmo.

Wow….we have a lot of DS in our military!! This is awful. I know the

evil bunch has a lot of followers but this is ridiculous. We are not safe

from our own military. If they are standing with the demonic beings

we are fighting against, then they will wipe us out if given the chance.

Lord we are truly fighting a huge army of Satanic beings. We know

Lord that you can help us defeat them. Our prayers are with our

White Hats and Donald J. Trump as we fight for our country to be

returned to us.
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Lord, please hear Glenda’s prayer. These vile adversaries are not only

out to destroy and entire nation, but every man, woman and child in

it. Help us defeat them and bring every filthy criminal and

archtraitor to justice in Jesus’ Name. We call on every warrior angel

in Your heavenly armies to wage war in the enemy’s camps and

apprehend every demon and cause them to fall into the same traps

they set for us and out military forces. wE WIL NOT ALLOW EVIL

TO OVERTAKE US AS IT HAS SO MANY OTHER NATIONS IN

THE PAST. WE DECLARE AND DECREE NO WEAPON FORMED

AGAINST US, OR AMERICA, OR PRESIENT TRUMP AND HIS

FAMILY WILL PROSPER ACCORDING TO ISAIAH 54:17. WE

WILL FIGHT BACK AND NEVER STOP UNTIL JUSTICE IS

SERVED IN JESUS NAME. AMEN.

I understand your passion, Xena, but….you can “declare and decree”

all you want, but unless and until this nation repents, God’s

judgements will continue….and I’m not holding my breath, if ya

know what I mean.

 
they repented not of their deeds…

 
Revelation 2:21

 
Revelation 9:20

 
Revelation 16:9

 
Revelation 16:11

It is the Darkside who needs to repent, and they won’t do that any

time soon…The little children don’t need to repent. God doesn’t

judge like that, I don’t believe, and none of this is because of God’s

judgement. God is not doing this to us because we are unrepentant.

It is happening because of dark souls who have hijacked our world,

our reality and our lives. Just my thoughts

Do you realize how many children have been murdered in the womb

in this country, not to mention the ones who are daily raped and

murdered and eaten and mutilated for body parts and blood? Tell me

that this nation has nothing to repent of? That God does not judge
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sin of this horrendous level? And you have churches teaching lies

about God doing away with His commandments? Why do you think

He said “Depart from Me, you workers of iniquity(LAWLESSNESS)?

I concur, Windtalker. I, for one, refuse to give up on America or

President Trump and God never gave up on His sons and daughters,

so we should not give up on Him. And God will not destroy any

nation that has a praying remnant — that is written in the Scriptures

— or a special ops unit waging war in the heavenly reals. One success

is the overtrun of Roe v Wade. That alone should propel is to

continue fighting back!

 
As salt and light, we are preserving America from rotting and being

destroyed. God would have to be the most unrighteous Person in the

universe if He were to abandon us at this critical point fighting the

dark kingdom. HE WILL NOT DO THAT. If He was with the Jews

when they were taking out the enemy Canaanites and possessing the

land God directed them to possess and He was with them, then He

will be with us as we take out country back.

 
NEVER SURRENDER!

I am painfully aware that most people don’t have a clue what time it

is, that the alarm to wake up has been going off for more than two

years now, that Hal Lindsay made some educated guesses that were

wrong, that there will be no pretrib rapture, that the Creator of the

Universe is right now sitting on His throne and pealing seals off the

scroll and sending forth horsemen. Starting a few years ago with the

rider with the bow and crown…put another way…there is a rainBOW

coalition destroying the sexual identity of the children of this

generation, and there is a crown(CORONA) that is destroying the

spiritual identity of those who submit to it, when it changes their

DNA from being made in the image of their Creator into an MRNA

patentable product….which makes those people the property of the

patent owner(this has already been confirmed in the courts). The

second rider is given power to take peace from the earth and a great

sword….I’m sure you’ve heard the rumors of WWIII starting any
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second now….the third rider brings hyper-inflation, which is

happening right now….and the fourth rider has power to kill 1/4 of

the population with sword, and famine, and death, and the beasts of

the earth.

 
All these things that are currently falling upon the earth are not just

the workings of a few evil men like Gates and Fauci and Schwab and

Soros. There are spiritual forces at work here, and they are not just

evil principalities and powers. It is the KING OF KINGS and LORD

OF LORDS himself who is opening the scroll and releasing the riders

on the horses….the birthpangs have begun and they will only

increase until all His plans are accomplished! Nothing can stop what

is coming, but what is coming is not what the whitehat/Q followers

think is coming! What is coming is everything in the book of

Revelation, including the judgement of God upon the earth.

 
If you want to know what God thinks about the deep state, illuminati,

Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Buildeburgers, Jesuits, Politicians,

blackhats, whitehats, militaries, Q, Trump, etc., read Psalms 2:1-5…

 
“Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing?

 
The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel

together, against the LORD, and against his anointed, saying,

 
Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us.

 
He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them

in derision.

 
Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex them in his sore

displeasure.”

Those beholden to “Biden” serve their master.

Not the United States Constitution.

Time has come to cleanse the Military

 
of these vermin.

If we let a single one of these snakes go, the deep state will come back

at some point.
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Last edited 9 hours ago by Son of Ethan Allen

We should have been more like Brazil a lot earlier in this conflict.

Now we have been pussy footing around for how many years? Faced

with proof of election fraud and still trying to hold the hands of those

refusing to wake up to the fact that America is controlled by traitors,

thieves and tyranny. I say get it done, shit or get off the pot!

IF you take out the commanders of the 4th the troops will follow who

is in charge. They probably aren’t political as much as following

orders for the perceived good of the country.

How can Hodne be beholden to a fraud? Everyone knows by facial

recognition that, that, is not the real Joe Biden.

Money, privilege, high military/government ranks/offices/titles,

keeping the bull’s eye off their family’s backs. Money & power=evil.

Absolute money/power= absolute evil.

As a veteran myself, I am saddened. I believe the solders in the truck

had bee hood winked into this duty. No cargo, six men, two drivers

who claim innocent of any knowledge of cargo. Lies, Lies, Lies. Now

we know they will stop at nothing to get their agenda across to the

85million who believe in the white hat direction. There families will

be sick that their loved ones were sold a duffle bag of lies and

porobably volunteered or were selected. They had to choose, fire or

not fire. Still so extraodinarily SAD.

Does the Dark Side have the means to manufacture and/or clone GM

soldiers with impunity? I’m not seeing any evidence, at least on the

surface, that the White Hats are winning. The next five years will be

particularly critical.

Have to nail the leaders . Like in any gang fight you smash the one

with the biggest mouth. Milley, who warned the CCP. Dod officials

that pushed our military to Take the clot shot ARE ALL TRAITORS

Bought and bribed by the CCP.
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GET THEM AND THE REST WILL FALL.

if you thought this wasn’t going to happen sooner or later then you

were in denial, I’ve been saying this from the start of all this America

isn’t at war with just the deep state we are in the middle of a shadow

civil war with people either dooped by the deep and made to think

they are on the right side of things or people to scared to stand

against the deep state or with people loyal to the deep state and have

been from the start , this is why I said about on jan 6th the military

should have taken over by force openly and rounded up all enemies

foren and domestic and worked in the light of day in doing this it

would have given the weak minded and ignorant strength to stand

with the good guys and the people who don’t know what’s going on

would see what’s going on and not be dooped into following the deep

state , you need to put out tons of info show all the troops not just the

ones under your command but all us troops that you are the good

guys and to not follow you means the end of America and freedom

and the constitution and all our rights people loyal to the treasonous

tyrannical biden and deep state regime trying to destroy America and

over throw it if all the us troops seen that they , they meaning the

people following biden were working to over throw America the loyal

troops to America would stand with the white hats the good guys but

you got to know this to sadly just because they wear a us soldier

uniform and are in the us forces doesn’t make them patriots or good

guys just like the the traitorous us government there is people in the

armed forces that aren’t loyal to the us people working from within to

over throw us .

This is not the information we all wanted. The threat of War has

always been eminent.

It would be one thing if they were protecting something the truck was

empty. They were Pawns of a criminal regime. go usa…
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Sorry to hear that these misguided man met their fate in an ill-

planned ambush. It was lunacy to hide inside a closed semi-trailer,

with no cover whatsoever. Maybe they were expecting one or two

hijackers, and thought they would kill or disable them in the first

volley. But, as it turned out, they faced a wall of fire, with no chance

of escape. Stupid them.

you need to mass release information on all sources to peer pressure

and openly shame all troops that would fire on other us troops and

call them traitors put it all over the internet social media till you

know all troops and law enforcement have seen it in doing this you

will know that if you are being fired upon it is by someone who chose

to stand not only against their own troops which makes them traitors

but also someone who chose to stand against America and it’s

citizens and making America weak to the point that they could cause

a full blown open civil war , we need to put out videos showing what

will be the consequence of attacking American troops and make them

see it will lead to not only the destruction of our military law

enforcement and government but it will lead to millions of American

civilians getting caught up into this and dying, but also the good guys

can’t back down just because they try to insight full open civil war

because you had to know it could lead to this lord forbid it ever does

there is no turning back you can’t lose heart and give in to the evil

enemies tricks and evil plans you just need to work your way around

and through them and all there evil plans and do things in a way that

has the least casualties and harm to our people and country . but also

knowing there will be causalities sadly were dealing with the evilest

people that have ever walked on this earth things are going to get bad

and messy they won’t go down without causing as much harm as they

can that’s what evil people do they aren’t honorable a man a warrior

of honor fights and goes down with honor evil people have no honor

and fight with none they use civilians and the inocent as troops and

diversions and as part of their plans as pawns knowing they will die .
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It so saddens me that 7 families have lost a loved one at the hands of

a traitor whom I am sure knew when he approved the mission (yes, I

believe he lied to General Berger) that the result would be the death

of our own no matter how it turned out. Please, General Berger, root

out the traitors in the 4th and hold those responsible or this terrible

incident. NOW.

The 4th was used as a pawn. We need the people at the top of the

pyramid giving the orders. Cut the head of the snake off, the body

usually dies, unless it’s Hydra: [noun] a many-headed serpent or

monster in Greek mythology that was slain by Hercules and each

head of which when cut off was replaced by two others.

Vypočítat. 32 000 pěšáků. Dobře, pokud Biden nemůže dostat svá

čísla příznivosti ze suterénu s civilním obyvatelstvem, armáda si lepší

čísla nemůže dovolit. Byla by to statistická anomálie. Biden u nich

nenajde žádnou čtvrť.

Ten týpek Hodne může být pedo. Jiné rozumné vysvětlení neexistuje.

Nelze vinit pájky, pokud jsou mozky vymyty falešnými zprávami. Ale

kdokoliv, kdo Joea po odhalení podporuje, je vysoce pravděpodobný

spolupachatel.

 

 


